Press Release

Infotecs to showcase Security for Industry, IoT and Mobile at
Infosecurity Europe
London/Berlin, April 25, 2017 – The international Cyber Security and Threat Intelligence provider Infotecs
is going to exhibit at Infosecurity Europe, 06-08 June 2017 in London, and will present robust, advanced
and cost-effective security solutions for Mobile, Industry, Internet of Things (IoT) and more. Interested
professionals can make an appointment in advance at the Infotecs stand L02 in the New Exhibitor Zone.
Today´s world is being dramatically impacted by digitalization. The old world of isolated computers and
company controlled networks has become a connected world of Clouds and Things many of which are outside
the direct control of the enterprise. Numerous legacy systems and devices are now connected which were
never designed with security in mind. In this brave new digital world of pervasive mobile computing,
connected coffee makers and the Industrial Internet, the traditional boundaries of the corporate network are
being constantly re-defined and the surface area of vulnerabilities and threats has exponentially increased.
This makes the challenge of properly safeguarding and securing critical information and the risk of not doing
so more complex and severe than ever before. Enterprises and organizations of all sizes need to consider new
thinking and innovative approaches to security to keep pace and prosper in the digital world.
Infosecurity Europe is a platform to address the important security issues which companies face today. This
year the international high-security provider Infotecs will exhibit for the first time at Europe´s largest and most
comprehensive IT Security event. Infosecurity Europe takes place in London, an international centre for
technology start-ups and innovation. More than 18,000 industry professionals are attending to share best
practices, updates on current trends and learn about the latest cyber security products and solutions from
over 360 vendors and exhibitors.
Infotecs’ mission is to give organizations the best solutions to meet these constantly evolving challenges of
the connected world by providing innovative, robust, cost-effective solutions for the toughest cyber security
challenges designed with the future in mind. At Infosecurity Europe Infotecs will showcase their ViPNet
Security and Threat Intelligence Platform in the New Exhibitor Zone at stand L02. The Infotecs platform delivers
complete multi-layer security in one cost-effective, modular solution. It provides comprehensive Information
Security enablement encompassing Network Security, Mobile Security, Industrial Control Systems and SCADA
Security, Cloud Security, Secure Unified Communications, Secure Collaboration and security for the Internet
of Things (IoT). ViPNet is the only solution that supports true endpoint-to-endpoint security and delivers
robust security that is scalable, flexible, easy to deploy, manage and maintain. The military grade, unique
point-to-point encryption is certified to exacting internationally recognized standards. ViPNet solutions
seamlessly integrate into existing networks and support network segmentation enabling customers to achieve
the right balance of comprehensive security with high performance, low complexity and maximum return on
investment.
“We are very pleased to be show-casing our solutions at this important international IT security event in
London” says Josef Waclaw, CEO of Infotecs GmbH. “The event gives us the opportunity to continue to build
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on our successful expansion into the broader European, UK and world-wide market through meeting new
potential resellers along with existing partners and customers.”
Interested companies can contact Infotecs before the event to make an appointment to meet one of the
experts at Infosecurity Europe: call +442071935287 or mail to info@infotecs.co.uk.
About Infosecurity Europe
Infosecurity Europe is the region's number one information security event featuring Europe's largest and most
comprehensive conference programme and over 360 exhibitors showcasing the most relevant information
security

solutions

and

products

to

13,500

visitors.

For

additional

information

please

visit:

www.infosecurityeurope.com.
About Infotecs
A leading international security solutions provider and pioneer of software-based VPN solutions since 1991,
Infotecs developed its Peer-to-Peer ViPNet technology to deliver greater security, flexibility, and throughput
than other solutions on the market. The Infotecs ViPNet Security and Threat Intelligence Platform provides
complete multi-layer security in one cost-effective solution. ViPNet is the only solution that supports true
endpoint-to-endpoint security and delivers robust security which is scalable, flexible, easy to deploy, manage
and maintain. The ViPNet solutions seamlessly integrate into existing networks enabling customers to achieve
the right balance of high security with low complexity and low risk. More than 1,000,000 clients, offices, and
servers have been securely connected with ViPNet solutions, backed up by an unparalleled world-class
support, development, and technical team as well as a strong network of partners. For additional information
on the company please visit: www.infotecs.biz.
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